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An evening with friends…but who is controlling my vibrator?
Remote sex and limitless eroticism brings you REMOTYCA
August 2021: Earlier this year in March, the world’s largest brand in the field of sexual wellness, Satisfyer,
and Erotica platform BERLINABLE called for the creation and submission of erotic 'remote app short
stories'.
With Satisfyer's unique remote app function, sexual wellness products can be controlled up close or
at a distance, alone or with a partner. In over 17 countries, imaginative people were inspired by the
remote function in the Satisfyer Connect app and from this, remote met erotica and over 100 stories
were submitted. This resulted in a whole new erotic genre: REMOTYCA.
From 13th August, over 82 REMOTYCA stories can be found free of charge on BERLINABLE, with the
top stories available in the Satisfyer Connect app.
You can find the stories in both English and German in the Satisfyer Spotify playlist, and The Satisfyer
Connect App, which is free of charge, is continually expanding with its customers at the forefront, to
provide an experience that is both sexy and safe.
Megwyn White, Director of Education at Satisfyer and Certified Clinical Sexologist:
‘’The latest research suggests that women in particular are more sensitive to this socalled "framing", which is about a context of content around sexual fantasies and
creating stimulations rather than just relying on visual ones leaving notes. Audio
erotic helps in this process, because it is not so sensually dominant - visual cues like
porn can often gain the upper hand. With Audioerotica the mind is freer, filling the
gaps with mental pictures and sexy thoughts.”
Each story from the 54 authors, 26 of which are female and 2 of which are nonbinary, is unique in its own way, varying from vanilla and polyamory to BDSM and
exhibitionism.

BERLINABLE founder Giada Armani: "People want sex
that is not just consumption, but exchange and
creativity. The success of our REMOTYCA contest is the
confirmation. It is particularly significant that most of
the stories were submitted by women. We are the
force that is revolutionizing another male-dominated
industry."

These three REMOTYCA stories give you a sneak peek into the world of remote erotica, but you
can find all stories at https://berlinable.com/remotyca .
The Wardrobe by Kelvin Sparks (he/him), UK
#transgender #bdsm #bondage #poly
Kelvin writes about a special game in a polyamorous circle of friends. Protagonist Luke is tied
up, locked in a closet and has to guess who of his three friends is controlling the vibrator. How
well does he really know his closest environment?
The Bedroom Boot Camp by Ian Fox, USA
#hetero #longdistance #couplefun
Denny has to tell his girlfriend Janka that he will be working for half a year Is relocated abroad. She is
not at all happy about it, but already has one exceptional solution ready. This is the start of the
Bedroom Boot Camp…
An Unexpected Gift by Andy D, UK
#mixedpov #publicsex #straight
Two couples with differences beyond imagination find themselves in an unplanned and
unstoppable, yes pleasurable mix-up.

-Ends Notes to editors:
About Satisfyer
Blending tech innovation and sexual health, Satisfyer is the leading sexual wellness brand dedicated
to creating pleasurable, multi-sensory experiences for consumers. Established in 2016, Satisfyer is
the largest global sexual wellness brand advocating that sexual health is for everyone, regardless of
their sexual preference, socioeconomic background, age, gender or skill level.
As the fastest growing sexual wellness brand worldwide, Satisfyer is now available in more than 100
countries, with over 200 products and over 190 design awards. Satisfyer offers the most
comprehensive and robust assortment of high-quality and innovative products, all at accessible prices.
The company’s award-winning innovation, Satisfyer Connect, is a free app that integrates touch, sound
and haptic feedback, allowing users to explore creating their own personalized pleasure programs and
virtually control the device of a partner seamlessly. The app is consistently updated and offers new
user experiences for your app enabled Satisfyer product. Satisfyer leads the category in many
countries, due to its marquee product, the Pro 2, with over 25 million sold since 2016, and 100.000+
reviews on Amazon.
About BERLINABLE
BERLINABLE is the world's first platform for exclusive Erotica art, audio and eBooks. Founded in
Berlin, the capital of hedonism, BERLINABLE fuels the new SexTech & sexual wellness revolution

with artistic erotica, created by 70 indie authors and 40 photographers from 20 countries. The
BERLINABLE magazine SEX&SOCIETY gives insights behind the scenes of an inspiring, avantgarde movement with the mission to make the world a better place.
REMOTYCA for the eye
Each short story has its own artfully staged cover, provided by international independent
photographers. A selection is available until the end of September 2021 in the BERLINABLE gallery in
Bikini Berlin, at the world-famous Bahnhof Zoo. The high-quality prints are provided by Bilder.de.

